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[A.bstractJ A system was written in Macintosh HyperCard to assist ]apanese readers of Eng1ish by 

allowing them to 100k Up the ]apanese trans1ation of Eng1ish words by a sing1e mouse click. Any 

EDICT format dictionary fi1e， or com bination of these， can be 10aded into the program and utilized. 

The text to be read may be pasted into the program or read from a file. Users can a1so construct 

their own EDICT format dictionary fi1es. The program provides flexibi1ity and ease of use， at the 

expense of speed and memory reQuirement. 

[Key words] E1ectronic dictionary， English -]apanese trans1ation， EDICT format 

1 . Introduction Faster persona1 computers with vast1y increased 

disk and memory capacity enab1ed comp1ete 

Background dictionaries to be installed， affording the user 

Reading text in another 1anguage requires a greater ease and speed in 100king Up words. A 

knowledge of both the vocabulary and grammar step Up in automation is provided by what may 

of that 1anguage. For comp1ete understanding， be called annotation software. This scans the 

know1edge of idiom， slang， culture， history， origina1 text and shows trans1ations for a11 but 

etc. may be needed， depending on the materia1 the simp1er words， either writing them above or 

being read. For this reason， satisfactory machine be10w the undisturbed original， or inserting 

translation has proven to be incomparably more them into the text in place of the original words. 

difficu1t to attain than had been an ticipated by In either case， the word order of the original is 

the pioneers in the field. 1 have discussed this unchanged and the work of trans1ating the 

point in more detai1 e1sewhere.' In fact， until overal1 meaning is 1eft to the user. Fullyautomatic 

the exp10sive growth in the availability and trans1ation progr釘nswhich carry out the comp1ete 

power of personal computers within the present process are a1so avai1ab1e and， while very far 

decade， there was no form of e1ectronic trans1ation from being perfect， are good enough to be of 

assistance available to the genera1 reader; words some practica1 use in many cases. At present， 

still had to be 100ked up manua11y in printed many new persona1 computers in ]apan come 

dictionaries， as decades or centuries earlier. with an impressive array of such software as 
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part of the pre-installed package. This may 

include dictionaries (for ]apanese only and for 

but well 1::町TOndthe scope of the present discussion. 

trans1ation to or from Eng1ish)， bilingua1 con- The need for a new program 

cordancing， and annotation or translation softw訂 e園 Assumingthe ]apanese reader has a reasonably 

In less than ten years the situation has changed good knowledge of English， one of the biggest 

out of all recognition. Furthermore， if the barriers to reading about specialized topics is 

computer is connected to the internet， a much the re1evant specialized vocabulary. A1though 

larger range of specia1ized dictionaries and more there are many specia1ized printed dictionaries， 

powerfu1 annotation and trans1ation software is the electronic dictionaries avai1able commercially 

avai1able. are a1most entire1y for genera1 use. However， 

the internet has been rapid1y filling this gap in 

Although the usefulness of the above deve10pments recent years. A nota b1e example is the Life 

for the ]apanese reader of Eng1ish is undeniable， Science Dictionary (LSD) Project2 of Kyoto 

e旺Ort1essreading and understanding， or translation University which is sponsored by the Telecomm-

into ]apanese， of any text in English is far from unications Advancement Foundation of ]apan. 

being realized. Whi1e a 1imited range of material This project has assemb1ed a dictionary database 

in Eng1ish can be trans1ated by computer into of life science terms， current1y over 30，000， 

]apanese which is understandable (even if a which is freely availab1e for down1oad or online 

1itt1e strange) and accurate1y reflects the origina1， consultation. Over the internet， even an entire 

in many cases the results are at best unreliab1e， English document can be pasted into a box and 

and at worst totally nonsensical. Human vigilance su bmitted， returning in a matter of seconds 

and intervention remain essential in using trans1ation extensive1y annotated in ]apanese. Annotation is 

software effective1y. An 0 bvious unavoidab1e offered in two forms: ]apanese trans1ations may 

irony is that those most capable of proper inter- be inserted into the text， rep1acing Eng1ish 

vention are those who have the greatest trans1ation words， or the origina1 may be 1eft undisturbed 

skills， and hence the 1east need for the software， except for a change in the co1or of words for 

whi1e those who need it most are those 1east which a translation is available; clicking one of 

capable of using it effectively. However， for a these words will focus on its ]apanese trans1ation 

skilled translator it can save some typing， and in a box underneath the text. This box contains 

for a 1ess skilled user it can be he1pfu1 if caution a list of all the trans1ated words with their 

is exercised. ]apanese eQuiva1ents， so it can be a very usefu1 

As a general ru1e， for reasons mentioned at resource if the user wants to assemb1e a specialized 

the start， the more factua1 or scientific the vocabu1ary 1ist. A selection of other dictionary 

Eng1ish， the better the results; the more conver- databases can be chosen instead of， or in addition 

sationa1 or literary， the worse. Scientific papers to， the LSD vocabu1ary. 

are supposed to be written as clearly， concisely， The LSD dictionary is one of many ]apanese-English 

and unambiguously as possible; so they are dictionaries in the EDICT format， named after 

most amenable to computer translation. Literature， the original general-use dictionary file compi1ed 

even if it is translated accurately， cannot be by ]im Breen of Monash University in Australia. 3 

translated well by a machine. Whether this is a The EDICT file has grown to over 60，000 entries 

fundamental fact， or merely a temporary situation， since its inception in 1991 as a voluntary project. 

is a most fascinating and controversial point， It is free1y availab1e for non-commercial use， 
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and is emp10yed by many freeware dictionary While the ru1es concerning EDICT are very 

and wordprocessing programs. The format of re1axed (provided the use is non-commercia1)， 

each entry is: KANJI [KANA]/ english-l/ eng1ish it is forbidden， for instance， to distribute a1tered 

2/ ・・ー/， or in the case of a word w hich is copies of the LSD fi1e. Thus it was decided that 

on1y in kana: KANA/ eng1ish-1/ english-2/ーー・・・ /. a new Macintosh program which avoided these 

Thus， each ]apanese word can have as many prob1ems shou1d be useful. 

a1ternative English definitions as desired. This 

format makes it a 1itt1e easier to use in ]apanese-

to-Eng1ish rather than English-to-]apanese app1i 

2. Design， Construction， and Operation 

cations， but it is used by both. Design considerations and objectives 

Other specia1ized dictionaries in EDICT format The primary consideration was to facilitate cons-

include COMPDIC4 (terms used in the computing u1tation of any combination of availab1e EDICT 

and te1ecommunications industries)， LA WDIC5 format dictionaries for ]apanese trans1ations of 

(lega1 termino1ogy)， FINDIC6 (financia1 terms)， English words whi1e reading a document. A 

and GEODIC (geo1ogy). These may be consu1ted secondary consideration， a1so not provided by 

over the internet， or downloaded and used by MacIdic， was to enable users to construct personal 

10cal software. On the internet， centralized EDICT format dictionaries to supplement those 

access makes the situation simp1er. For instance， a1ready available. Also， Mac]dic runs as a separate 

all of the dictionary files mentioned above can program， so that if the document being read is 

be consu1ted through the WWVIほDICserver at in a window of another application， Mac]dic 

Monash，8 though loca1 access may be preferable， must be activated to 100k up a word， following 

depending on the situation. If it is necessary， which the previous application must be brought 

or preferred， to work offline， freeware programs to the front again. This process is he1ped by 

are avai1able for various p1atforms. For the the fact that the contents of the clipboard are 

Macintosh， the premier program is Mac]dic9 automatically pasted into MacIdic' s lookup window 

from Dan Crevier of Harvard. This program when it is activated， but it is still re1atively 

provides a fast 100kup function for words in cumbersome. 

English or ]apanese， returning translations from It was decided that， in the new program， 

the EDICT file very quickly even when many when the document is avai1able as a text fi1e， 

relevant entries are found. To facilitate speed it simp1y clicking on a word should provide its 

generates an index file based on the version of translation. A box wou1d a1so be provided into 

the EDICT fi1e on the user' s computer. If an which words cou1d 民 typedor pasted for lookup. 

updated version of EDICT is downloaded a new The work was to be undertaken by three 

index file needs to be generated. While this is fourth-year studen ts of Medica1 Information 

satisfactory if the user wants to consult only Science as their graduation research project. 

EDICT， if it is required to consu1t other EDICT Therefore Macintosh HyperCard was chosen as 

format dictionaries， or combinations thereof， a the development too1， being sufficient1y powerful 

stratagem of renaming (also appending for mu1tip1e to attain the objectives and a1so sufficient1y easy 

dictionaries) and re-indexing must be emp1oyed. for re1ative1y inexperienced programmers to 

This is not a10ne troub1esome and potentially 1earn and use. A drawback of HyperCard is its 

confusing， but care must be taken not to break 1ack of speed， and this was anticipated as a 

the ru1es governing the use of the dictionaries. pro blem in 100king up 1arge dictionary fi1es. 
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However， third-party software solutions can 

often circumvent this difficulty， and it was 

decided to proceed. 

C征士iedout by HyperCard' s built-in search function. 

The program was constructed so that on startup 

the user is prompted to select the dictionary 

files to use， the default option being those used 

Consi:ruction and basic operation when it was previously run. These are then 

The heart of the program is the lookup system written into text resources， one for each dictionary 

for searching the dictionary files， so this was file， using the freeware extemal command (XCJVID) 

investigated first. It was decided to attempt to WriteText.10 The simpler option of using HyperCard 

implement it without the use of any indexing fields is not practical because of their size limit 

system. This would decrease speed and increase of approximately 35，000 characters per field. 

memory requirements， but would make the The size of text resources is limited only by 

system easier for the user to maintain， there available memory. The algorithm to search for 

being no need to generate， re-generate， and a word was written as a user-defined function 

keep track of index files. This could be an which takes the word as its argument. It reads 

especially troublesome and error-prone task in the text resources containing the dictionary files 

this system where it was hoped to provide ease contiguously into memory， searches for all lines 

of use of m ultiple dictionary files， including containing the word， and returns a list of the 

those constructed by the user. A fully automated ]apanese headword and the relevant English 

index maintenance system would add greatly to from each line. Thus， a search for “blood"， for 

the work of development and the complexity instance will return not just“blood" and its 

(and hence susceptibility to error) of the system. translation， but items such as“blood group"， 

Thus it was decided to read dictionary files into "blood pressure"， etc. This worked satisfactorily 

memory where a relatively fast search could be with small trial dictionary files but proved impr-
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acticably slow with bigger files: a search for a bring up the translation information in the same 

word with only one occurrence in the LSD file， way as for a word clicked in the main text. 

Ior example， took over 30 seconds on a Macintosh This is useful for independent1y 100king up 

Quadra with a 33 MHz 68040 processor. Using a words not occurring at all in the text， or for 

66MHz Power Macintosh gave no significant trying an a1ternative form of a word if the form 

improvement. It was therefore decided to compi1e in the text is thought not to be the root form. 

the searching function into an external fu日ction Most EDICI' format fi1es include on1y the English 

(XFCN) using the third-party software Compi1eIt root form， and to cope with this the program 

from Heizer Software. 11 This allows compi1ation automatically truncates the ending and searches 

of HyperTa1k code， which is interpreted and again for any word not found， if it ends in“s" 

runs slowly， into much faster executable code. or“ed". This simple measure covers most cases， 

A dramatic improvement in speed was 0 btained， especially as helping with technica1 terms rather 

the time required for the search mentioned than highly inflecting words is the primary aim 

above being reduced to about two seconds. This of the program， and other cases are 1eft up to 

is not particular1y fast， and increases correspondingly the user. If the word is not found in the currently 

if there is m ore than one occurrence of the loaded dictionary files， the user is offered a 

word. However， it was thought reasonable， choice of adding it and its translation (which 

considering the use for which the application the user must find e1sewhere) to a user' s file. 

was intended; it cou1d be expected that the Another card comes to the front for this process. 

typica1 user wou1d spend considerab1e time thinking The user can also add freely to this file at any 

over the meaning of the text being read， s 0 a time， of course. Detai1ed exp1anations of all the 

delay of a few seconds in searching for an individual program' s functions are avai1able through the 

word wou1d be relatively insignificant.. help icon in the bottom right← hand corner. 

The illustration shows the main card of the 3. Evaluation and Conclusions 

finished program. The big field at the top is 

that containing the text to be read or trans1ated. The system succeeds in its primary 0 bjective of 

This can be pasted in， or read from a fi1e using enabling the one-click lookup of words in several 

the “文書を開く"button on the 1eft. The buttons EDICT format dictionary fi1es simultaneous1y， 

above and below this allow the user to se1ect while not a1tering the origina1 fi1es in any way. 

dictionary fi1es， and check which are current1y It is also fair1y easy to operate and maintain. 

selected. Clicking on a word in the top fie1d Furthermore， the faci1ity to make personal tailor-

will disp1ay trans1ation information in the field made EDICT format dictionaries could be very 

at the bottom. The midd1e field is for the user useful for specialists. On the other hand， it has 

to type a trans1ation of the text while working， weak points in the areas of speed， memory 

if desired. This saves switching 民tweenapp1ications requirements， and sophistication: 

if the basic text formatting availab1e in a HyperCard The problem of speed has been mentioned 

fie1d is sufficient. The contents of the fie1d can a1ready. It is not impracticab1y slow， but is 

be saved as a file and recalled 1ater using the certainly very slow compared to what wou1d be 

buttons on the right. Words can be typed direct1y expected of a commercia1 dictionary program 

into the small fie1d on the bottom 1eft， and these days. As regards its memoηrequirements， 

clicking on the “検索"button underneath will about 10 megabytes of memo可 needto 出 allocated
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to HyperCard for it to work properly with the 

LSD dictionary alone. This will not be a pro blem 

on a typical new machine， but it may make it 

difficult or impossi ble to run on those with less 

RAM. As regards sophistication， it cannot be 

denied that the system compares poorly with 

the facilities now available on the internet. The 

LSD project service referred to above which 

returns a complete word list or a fully annotated 

document， rather than requlnng a word by 

word check by the reader， is m uch more user-

friendly. Such a feature could be added to our 

system without too much programming difficulty， 

but the slow speed would become a real problem 

制 thdocuments of any substantial length. However， 

for working without an internet connection， or 

using dictionary files not available on internet 

services， the system can still be of use. If an 

improved version were to be developed， the 

problems of speed and sophistication would need 

to be addressed. 
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